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It’s been an exciting first quarter for 
Stowen Clean Energy as we continue to 
expand our service provision and work 
across Europe.

We have cemented our reputation for 
delivering high-quality and safe services 
and have been awarded ISO 9001, 14001 and 
OHSAS 18001. This is a great achievement 
for the team, led by Stowen Group QHSE 
Manager, Bob Catchpole.

The extended standards are a significant 
advance for Clean Energy, showing our 
commitment to quality management, health 
and safety and environmental policies. 

We've also unveiled our new team member, 
SIRIS - an invaluable reporting tool that will 
speed up the inspection process and limit 
component downtime. See more about this 
on pg. 3.

Our rope access teams are at the forefront 
of their field, and we've spotted some 
improvements to be made to equipment, 
improving safety when working at height. 
We'll release more details soon, but 
we expect the new innovation to offer 
significant safety enhancements that will 
keep engineers safer whilst extending the 
working life of equipment.
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KIERON FORD
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR, 

STOWEN CLEAN ENERGY
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STOWEN LAUNCHES SIRIS

The future of inspection certification 
is here! Welcome to SIRIS, the newest 
addition to Stowen.

We're always looking to increase 
efficiency, and a weak link in the 
inspection chain has always been waiting 
for the back office to produce reports 
and inspection certificates.

We've developed SIRIS, our client 
reporting portal. Using on-site 
touchscreen access points,  Stowen 
engineers can carry out a thorough 
inspection on a shackle or conduct an 
ultrasound test on a critical weld.

The product is the future of 
testing and inspections.

The results of the test are then instantly 
uploaded to the client portal, allowing 
customers to see the full report along 
with any pictures and component history.

This is a free service, vastly speeding up 
inspection completion and signoff times. 

STOWEN PERFORM ROPE 
ACCESS SURVEY IN NORWAY

The Stowen rope access team have 
successfully completed a dimensional 
survey on multiple conductors on an 
offshore platform.

The task involved collecting 
measurements to allow onshore 
fabricators to engineer custom-fit 
support brackets.

Once the fabrication was completed the 
team returned to install the brackets too. 
The client was impressed with our rope 
access teams performance, and asked us 
to carry out a ventilation air-conditioning 
installation whilst we were on-site. 

Working at Stowen, our clients regularly ask 
for additional works whilst onsite since we're 
multi-skilled. This is something I enjoy doing 
as I can go from completing a major upgrade 
project to repairing crane windscreen wipers 

in the space of just a few days! 

Josh Woods 
Multi Skilled Rope Access Coded Welder

Although not part of the original job 
specification, our multi-disciplined team 
meant we had the skills available on site 
and ready to go.



CONFINED 
SPACE

Rescue cover, 
operations, 
temporary venting 
and more.   

ELECTRICAL 
MECHANICAL

Installation, fault 
investigation and 
repair services.

ASSET 
INTEGRITY

Provide integrated 
asset integrity 
services during 
structure’s full life 
cycle.

OUR SERVICES

ACCESS 
SOLUTIONS

IRATA Approved 
Rope Access 
solutions to suit any 
environment.

BLADE 
SERVICES

IRATA Approved 
Rope Access 
solutions to suit any 
environment.

INSPECTIONS

We supply 
experienced 
engineers to cover 
any inspection 
criteria.

We offer bespoke, turnkey solutions to our 
clients that cover a range of disciplines. Let 
us manage your project and provide our 
skilled workforce rather than dealing with 
multiple vendors and POs. If you can't see 
the service you require listed, contact us. 
With four offices around the world we can 
work on any continent to your budget and 
timescale.
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